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55¢
All Sandwich"
with

French Frlea

CARL FOREMAN

TUESDAY..:.. THURSDAY
11 A.M. • 9:30 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
• 11 A.M. • 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
•
NOON • 9:30'P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

109 YALE BLVD., S.E.

247·8579

Sat. 7 & 10 PM
Sun. 5 & 8 PM
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Unlan
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TOMORROW
·December 9 - Saturday Midnight.
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by Adolfas Mekas
The First Real American
Love Movie Comedy.

This movie is not reccomended for anyone who would
not laugh at a grown man
running naked in the snow to
the music of Tibetan Temple gongs. This movie is
recommended for anyone who
wants to see I ife as it really
is featuring two lovely ac•
tresses portraying the same
girl who is seen differently
by two wild drunken, loveable nuts who have been
courting her for seven years.

Plus: "I CAN'T GET NO.;," by Paul Ryan •••
Join the Stones. on a trip to a Be a-ties cancer~.

of
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2 Big Shows

"·

BY SPECIAL DEMAND
ONE OF THE MOST

OF LOVE STORY.

BEAUTIFUL LOVE

***

STORIES EVER
FILMED.

Heady Elected
To Membership

"De or
John"
SEE IT WITH SOMEONE

UNM PRESIDENT TOM L. POPEJOY, right, congratqlatcs his successor, Academic Vice-President
Ferrel Heady, at the Regents meeting Friday.
President Popejoy has been UNM president for 20

YOU LOVE, OR EVEN
LIKE A LITILE.
SHOWN AT

SHOWN AT

6:30-10:10

8:15

Pleas.e don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.
Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf'is
to err.
What is zlupfing?

I

Zlupf~.·.ng is to drinking. what
smacking one 1 s lips is to
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
~~ ~ _ . . - . , make when dra.ining th. e last few
~ ___. ~ deliciously tangy drops of

.

,w--

~i~~!~ from. the. b.ottle. with a.·

years. Dr. Heady will continue in his post as
Academic Vice-President until the retirement. The
president-eleet has served in his capacity at UNM
since last Jan. 1. (Lobo photo by Pawley)

Vice- President: Duties First,
St:at:es Popejoy's Successor
By NOOLEY UEINHEARDT
UNM president-elect Ferrel
Heady says that the bigest ;portion of his time for the next six
months will be devoted to his
present duties as academic vicepresident.
Dr. Heady did say Sunday that
his duties on campus will include
being an "understudy" to UNM
President Tom L. Popejoy whom
he succeeds July 1.
· Reflecting oil the primary responsibilities of a university
president, Dr. Heady said that he
agreed with President Popejoy
that one major duty "is to recruit
well-qualified faculty members"
and :l)rovide them with the proper
academic atmosphere.
Dr. Heady also ex_;.ressed
great concern over the problems
facing students at UNM. Speaking of the fact that well over half
of the students live off 'campus,
Dr. Heady said, "It is just a builtin fact of life for us here. We
just have to adjust to it."
An idea that Dr. Heady said
intr.igued him is the decentralization of existing Union facilities.
He said that the Committee on
the University is just beginning
preliminary discussions of whether it would be best to add to
the present New Mexico Union

or build other similar physical
·complexes across the campus.
By mid-1968 the University
must submit a ten-year building
plan and projections for the campus to the state.

Art Works to Show
On Christmas Cards

The UNM Art Museum is selling Christmas cards that portray
five art works on display at the
museum.
The five works being reproduced on the cards include photographs of a "Church at Picuris,
New Mexico" and "Madonna and
Child." The other display works
by Japanese, German, and Italian
artists.
A package of 25 cards costs
$3.75. Robert Owen Parks, museum director, said the Christmas
card sale is considered a public
service. He added that proceeds
will help the museum buy art
publications.
The cards may be purchased at
the museum's main desk from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Friday and from noon to 5 p.m.
on Saturday.

As yet, thet·e has been no concentrated discussion on the possibility of spreading Union facilities, but Dr. Heady said he was
very interested in the idea and
was looking forward to !Participating in. that discussion.
In other fields of endeavor, Dr.
Heady said he was interested in
seeing that the academic status
of various departments at UNM
is made more uniform.
"We are not uniform across the
University in our current academic standards. Any university
has some departments that are
stronger than others and that is
to be expected," Dr. Heady said.
But he added. "f feel that the
distance between our stronger
and weaker depal'tn~ents is greater than it should be. This goes
back to very old standards and
it takes time to overcome these·
differences."
The president-elect did stress
also, that "We do not .need a
strict uniformity, but we do have
to build UlJ some dE'partments
that have been neglected."
As a final note, Dl'. Heady expressed a great desire to have
"representative groups on campus"-both faculty and studentdiscuss the problems that UNM
has and make constructive suggestions.

Zzzzzlllup!' l
It's completely uncalled ror,
~rowned upon in polite society,
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupring Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea Of heaven,
well ••• all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
....,,
zlupf' goes a long, long

:

Fre•dom

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
UNM Academic Vice-President Ferrel Heady was named
Friday to succeed retiring Tom L. Popejoy as University
president after the school's Regents staged an eight-montl?,;,
nation-wide search for a suitable successor.
• ,.
President Popejoy, in his 20th year in that capacity at
UN::\1, will retire June 30, 1968. For the next six months Dr.
H<'ady will work closely with the president.
THE UNM Regents unanimously approved the appointment at a regular meeting last Friday in the Union,
Dr. Heady, who has been academic vice-president since
last Jan. 1, was one of over 200 candidates considered for
the post as head of the largest educational institution in the
state,
In announcing the selection, Regents President Dr. Tomas
R. Roberts said, "We believe we have selected the outstanding man in the country for the office of president of the University of New Mexicm."
THE SELECTION Friday came as a surprise for most.
The Regents had set a Jan.
1 target date for the nomina•
In Academy
tion, but it looked as if it
would take longer to find the
desired successor.
Dr. Heady, 51, came to

ONE WEEK ONLY

A DIFFERENT KIND

.

Nom

3) ascertain what this older generation might learn from those
who were still unborn-at least
babes in arms-when the first
atomic bomb was detonated over
New Mexico in 194.5.

BROUGHT BACK
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Vol. 71

analyze the real causes for 1
concern, d'1Ssent , and protest·, ")
~
1
"
search for ong-range cures ..or
the alienation of the young; and

SPRITE, SO IART ANO
TINGLlNG._ VIE JUST COULQN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.

)

,. €0

·_;
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a.~~Ys~~l TRs. can Kueblthau, 243-2141.
BRAND NE)W 20 inch Admiral Color TV.
May be seen at 408 B Maple NE after
5:80. TV was jllSt won, need money.
Call 277-2446. 12/6•11.
BOOK-FIND. Special 25% discount on all
new and used books. Visit the Bargain
Room-all books 50c. Records and prints,
too. 2610 Central SE, across from John·
son Gym.
FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR :rent, unfurnished. 2 blocks
from campus on Las Lomas. $135. per
month with 1 year lease. S bd. l'Dill., 2
baths, fireplace and walled yard. Phone
242-1938. 12/6-11•
SERVICES
BABY-siTTER. Relerencea given, references requestl:d. One block from campus. Daytime only, weekly rates. Prescboolers but no diaper-age, please.
Nicki Shirley, 265·6869. 12/6-11.
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Tn>ewritar Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.
PERSONAL
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have tbem, then you don't want
them. Send for oamples and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4809
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE FUN: Enthusiastic, energetic junior or oenlor to
write chapter for student guidebook. Expenses and fee plus by-line ant! ohort
biography. Tell us who you are immediately. Write: WHERE THE FUN IS,
u.s.A., Simon and Schuster, 680 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020
MOTORCYCLE accident-Will the witnea·
see who saw the cu•motorcycle accident at Terrace and Central at 8 :30
a.m. Monday, Nov. 27th please contact
Eugene Smith at 277-5306.
FOUND
TRANSISTOR Radio left by student at
Cashier window, Admin. Bldg. Owner
may have by identifying same.
WANTED
. USED baby carriage and Porta-crib, in
good condition, Please. Phone 268-1068.
12/1-7.
:LOST
MEN'S BLACK-trimmed glasses in black
case in campus area. Reward offered.
Call 299-2687.
MAN'S Billfold-Bn<:eer field eaat
Johnaon Gym. Brown worked L!ather,
Mexican made, Reward offered for enclosed papers. CaU 4972. 12/8-11.

(!..of' '-'j3

and
wantsuttered
to practice these
very
teachings
ago
2000 years
h
·
by the Gallilean whom t etr elders claim to emulate.
"THOSE OVER 30," therefore,
might with great profit to themselves take a new and fresh loo~
in 1967 at this young, alienated
generation and: 1) attempt to

~~

11.

Ribs
• Chicken
Beef
• Pork
Fresh Water Catfish
Hush Puppies

Hamburger

must be submitted by noon on day before
C Une ad., to
G6t-4
12.00. In•ertiono
publication
Roomtimes,
169, Student
Public•or telephone 277-4002 or

1966 VOLVO 122S. Like new. Beet offer.
1101 Monroe SE. Phone 265·4674. 12/5·

-CATERING- TAKE OUT
•
•
.•
•

w· TADS

a,w
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TilE UNM REGENTS take a brief brenk at the
meeting Friday before the selection of Dr. Ferrel
Heady to succeed Tom L. Popejoy as school president was announced. From left are President Pope-

joy; l.eonard Del.ayo, ~l:;tP. Slllt~>•intt'rtdent of
l'ublic Inst.tuctifon; Regent Arturo urtega; and
N('W l\f('xico J,ietttenant (:•:,·crnor !·' :..~.: Francis,

UNM from the University of
Michigan where he was professor
Dr. Ferrel Heady, named Fri- of political science for 20 years
day to be the next UNM president, and director of the university's
was recently elected to member- Institute of Public Administraship in the National Academy of tion for the last six years.
Public Administration. He is in
IT WAS AT the University of
the first group of members to be · Michigan that Dr. Heady estabadded to the charter membership. lished himself as an authority in
Members are chosen for the pub\ic administration. In, New
Academy on the basi~ of their dis- Mexico, he is a member of the
tinction as administrators or governor's committee: on reorganisilholars ilf pulHic administration. zation of state government,
Dr. Heady has an international
Dr. Robe1·ts, introducing the
reputation as a public adminis- Pl"esident-elect Friday, said, "We~1 •
trator. Before joining the faculty have been greatly imprssed with
last Jan. 1, he headed the Insti- the high esteem in which he is
tute of Public Administration at held by colleagues and profesthe University of Michigan.
sional acquaintances across the
country and by the uniformly
high opinion of Ferrel Heady expressed by the people who have
come to know him at the University and around the state."
DR. ROBERTS also addes that,
"Many of the persons around the
country whom we contacted for
nominations or for references
urged us not to fail to consider
Dr. Heady."
Nominations for the presidency
were solicited from chief officers
at other universities and academic institutions, academic honoraries, and 1Jrofessional associations and soeieties, and other
sources, the UNM news bureau
said.
to fill the shoes of President
Popejoy. He said it would have
DR. TOM ROBERTS, president been much easier to follow a
of the UNM Regents, made the
In accepting the nomination,
announcement of Dr. Ferrel
Heady's appointment to succeed Dr. Heady light-heartedly said he
Tom L. Popejoy as UN)I presi- had mixed emotions about trying
dent at the Regents' meeting Fri- president who was less respected
day afternoon in the Union. and admired.
(Photo by Pawley)
(Continued on page 5)

Horn to Ask for Additional $15,000
For Extension of Speaker S Program
1

Speaker's Committee Chairman the Finance Comnlittee. I think
Tom Horn will request an addi- everybody feels that the lectur&•tional $15,000 allocation from the series has been worthwhile," ·Horn
Student Senate Finance Commit- said.
The request will be discussed at
tee for extension of this year's
speaker's p1•ogram.
Tuesday's Fina11~e Committee
Horn said that if the nllocation meeting,.
was granted, the committee would
book Stokeley Ca.t•michael, Dick
1
Gregory, Barty Goldwater, Alex- ,,llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllt:.,:,,,,, ,!tilltlllllllliTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
ander .Tolstoy, Ted Sorenson, and
Art Buchwald
Karenga for sp~aking engageArt Buchwnld, described by
ments during the year.
Time magazint: a;; "the most
The speaker's program has
successful hlllt:•. t·vtts columnist
sponsored some of the Unitt'.d
in the UnitcN !:'tates," will
States' most controversial figures
speak tonight in t~ · ! '•!ii)U Ball·
this semester, including Sen. Mark
room at 8 Jl.m. Buchwald's
Hatfield, Bisho:P James Pike, Dr.
speech is beinr, S!H••·:·•,,·ed by
Joyce Brothers, and Mark Lane.
the UNM As~oeiatN ,' :<~rlents
"I feel optimistic that we will
Lecture Committee.
get the additional $15,000 ft'om Jil l l liHIIIftliTIIIII11111111HIIIUll l l l l l l il l l l lHIIII111111111i, ·'"'i;-::li,,lfllllllliUIIIII
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Painti'ngs, Sculpture, Jewelry Featured,~

Union Board. Members Ask
Detailed Financial Research
•

"

'

~

'

'
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By SARAH LAIDLAW
Finances. were the main· order
of busine~& ,at .the U11ion .Board
meeting Thursday night.
·.. A m· ott"o'n' w·a's.· m·· ade that: along
•
' 1"th a more· dJtailed study. of t"n-

W

·coming :revenue 'broken down into
different areas, a study should be
made of more ·realistic allocation
of :facilities, along with a classification of charges. ·
An ad~hoc committee, set up to
further study Union finances, also
gave a renort. Steve Van Dresser
.,.
reported that
a study made this
summe:r shows that every area of
the Union is losing money but the
bookstore. "Everything is not as
the auditor's budget shows," said
Van Dres!;er.
Van Dresser doubted that "the
present financial report set-up
could be very useful to a policymaking board, Our report shows
that the Union is doing worse than

------

anticipated, but it doesn't know
the Union is doing miserably,"
said Van Dresser.
William Bierbaum, director of
umon,
· 1·ep1"te d th a t h e d"d
.
k
th
f
0 tob 1 not
th m
e rep(lrt rom · c er was
trying to hide anything. Vaq
·
B oar:d..
Dresser f eeIs "the Umon
didn't know what it was appr<.fy~
l' ng when 1"t allocated funds" b I'
·
C"
· t. oo
cause the au d1'tor 1s report IS
vague.
Board mem ber Ro b Burton reported on t h e student b ook-exchange committee which has been
working with Students for a
Democratic Society. and the National Student Association to set
up a book exchange separate
from the bookstore. The committee advised that:
• The book exchange be run
by a board of directors compo'Sed
of members of SDS and NSA.
t he

---------------~--

The board would be working with
a St~dent Senate grant of $400.·
• The book exchange be. housed
in the Union with the Union manld
. t "t .
agen~ent wou
ass1s 1 m every
way; i including providing space
ani,Hiippropriate furnishing.
.
•1.·.
.. Full-time P.ersonne.l shall be
; paid; from the initial appropria: .. ,.o;.,, ·The exch.ange shall also run
' ••
f.tom a two-and-a-half to threeweek period during finals, registration, and the first week of
classes.
• Book sellers shall be able to
set their own prices within guidelines set up by the Board.
• A sur-charge shall be made
to cover costs of operation.
• Any profits made by the exchange will be retained by the
Board t(} publicize, expand', or subsidize the next semester's operation.

---------------------------------

Today in !-Center at I :30

,Republican Congressman Lukens
To Talk With UNM Students, Faculty
Republican National Federation
for two years. On three occasions
he was chosen by the national
Young Republicans as a delegate
to the Young Political Leaders'
Conference of NATO countries in
Europe.
In November of 1966 Lukens
was elected to Congress from the
newly created 24th congressional
district of Ohio.

Foculty Members
Win College Bowl

A faculty team, led in answers
by Dr. Gaynor Wild, came out as
champions at a college bowl contest, sponsored by students at the
UNM School of Medicine Saturday night.
Other members. of the winning
team were Dr. Sidney Solomon,
In Union
Dr. Scott Dietert, and Dr. Robert
S. Stone, in the contest pattern·
ed after the television show. ·
They took the top spot, 170-145,
after beating out a student team
composed of Kathleen Kagan, Jer•
rett Galbreth, Ed Loker, and
A one-day seminar on "Man- Jerry Fitz.
agement of Scientists and EngiThe students had emerged as
neets" is being held today in the ltigh-point
team from two earlier
r•
.
J.,. nton.
matches
in
which student panels
1'hree UNM professors, Dr. had been pitted
against faculty
E. G. Nol!ln, Dr. F. G. Dillman panel a.
and Dr. II.
Finston will pre'rhe faculty group which won
side at the seminar which will
was
drawn from the audienee to
explore the various psychological ·
characteristics or engineers and challenge the high-point team.
other technical personnel so that · Less than a third of the quespersons '\\·ho must manage thl)m tions were from the field of medican gain an understanding of cine. Others ranged from the
name of the newly selected UNM
what mtt.tes them tick.
Reser•·ations to attend the sem- president to the authors of bestinar should be made prior to Dec. sellers to a sequential arrange5 at the Bt1reau of Business Re- ment of geologic ages.
search office in the UNM campus
Proceeds from the program
since the number of resen•ations went to benefit the medical school
ls limited.
·
student newspaper, Scope.
The sell!i:~r. 1' is a Pl'O.iec~ of the
~PW :\le~;i~\· . . . ~:.1>::· 1.'" 61 ~"!1't"!.i,r.R} ~E-1•·
.
l:l
,,,,.
l .
tJces .. t·og!·~n~ •.. -·n;n;~tatt?J"ttc oy
the f'"'N'1\-l '?·" .~;;.·
~ ,;{,"!'"h'$.)!t:p np . .

One-Day Seminar
Slated lor Today

Hew

v.

Listen to KUNM

The UNM art department's annual. Faculty Exhiibtion opens
Sunday, Dec, 10 in conjunction
with the current Renaisance drawings exhibit.
l
Paintings, drawings,. ,photo·I graphs, sculpture, ceramics and·
jewelry illustrating the various
fields taught by the f~culty will
!
occupy the lower gallery.
Ralph Douglass and Raymond
Jonson, two emeriti professors
who have continued working since
retirement, will be represented in
· the show.
Photographs will demonstrate
the work of Van D!'lren Coke,
chairman of the art department
along with other lens art. prepared by Maria Mordman and
Wayne Lazorik.
Sam Smith's summers devoted

I

MARGE SOLEN BERGER
(right), director of the UNM
News Bureau, resigned Friday
after ten years with the University's department of information
and publications. Here she talks
with guests during a Friday afternoon reception in her honor.
Margie Taylor (left) will succeed
Mrs. Solenberger as head of the
News Bureau. Mrs. Solenberger
will go to the department of information at William Bland College, a branch of William and
Mary, in Petersburg, Va. (Photo
by Pawley)

to in Teluride, Colo., are reflected
in his three oils cntitled "Lichen,"
"Upper Tombay Basin," and
''Last Dollar.''
Clinton Adams, dean of the College of Fine Arts, has contributed
a large painting known as 11 Winter Sequence" with two smallf!r
ones in the same series.
This show is slated through
Jan. 28 with visiting hours sched-

Labor Film
The Union Theater will show
"The Salt pf the Earth" on Thursday, Dec. 14, at 2:30 P:m• and
7:30 p.m. This .js a movie of the
labor movement in southern New
Mexico involving minorities and
their struggle for equality. The
film is sponsored by SDS and the
Economics Club.

uled noon until 5 p.m. daily, except Saturday and Monday.
The Italian Renaissance Drawings for CRIA (Committee for
the Rescue of ltalian Art) in the
upper gallery will continue showing through Jan. 7.

Creative Photography
A one.man show of creative
photography by Van Deren Coke,
chairman of the UNM art department, has ·been hung in the Museum of Art at the Univeraity ~
Oregon. The show is composed of
36 prints taken by Professor
Coke during the past 10 years,
and will be on view in the Eugene, Ore., museum through December.

Some say we specialize In power •••
power for propulsion ••• power for
auxiliary systems ••• power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles ••• power for
marina and industrial applications •••

Juggler Action
Sent Committee
By UNM Regents

Michael Williamson, a UNM student, will present a talk on rattlesnakes, 1\'londay, Dec. 11. The talk will be at 7:30 p.m. in Biology 139.
Williamson will use live rattlesnakes to illustrate his talk, as well
as preserved specimens. He will put emphasis on identification and
natural history of the rattlesnake. Williamson ·Will speak to a meeting of the New Mexico Herpetological· Society4
'

United States Representative
Donald "Bilz" Lukens, Republican from Ohio, will be at UNM
today to meet with students and
:faculty. His visit is being sponsored by the UNM ·Young Re·
publicans.
Following a press conference ir1
room 231-E of the Union at 1:30
p.m., a reception for Rep. Lukens
will be held at 3:30 in the Inter• ·
national Center, to which all students and faculty are invited.
Mr. Lukens will meet with student government officials at 4:30
in room. 250-C of the Union. He
will end his visit with a speech
in the Union Theater at 8 p.m.
Rep. Lukens was graduated
from Ohio State University in
1954 with a bachelor of science
degree, majoring in criminology,
During his college career, he
served as president of 20 different
student organizations.
In June 1963 Lukens was elected
national chairman of the Young

In UNM Annual Faculty Art Exhibition

•

111
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The UNM Regents Friday deferred action on a letter from the
United Veterans Council asking
that Juggler Editor Rob Burton
be censured and reprimanded and
that the publication be put on pro·
bation.
The Regents referred the matter to a joint faculty-student committee to be comprised of the
UNM Policy Committee, an executive committee from student government, and the academic and
administrative vice-president of
UNM.
The committee will meet as one "
unit and then will decide whether
to submit joint or separate recommendations to tbe Regents on the
complaints listed by the United
Veterans Council (UVC).
The Juggler complaint was the
second time in the meeting that
Dr. Roberts stressed that the
Regents were the final board of
appeal on any matter concerning
UNM.
In the letter to the Regents,
UVC Chairman W. Peter McAtee said, "We find the articles
published in The Juggler offensive and humorless. To be obscene is not humorous. Basically,
The Juggler is obscene. The Juggler encourages disloyalty. It is
anti-American in concept and purpose. It would be hard for us
to imagine where a known foreign enemy could do a better job
of ridiculing, subverting, and de•
stroying the deelared position of
the United States of America in
the Viet Nam conflict.''
The Veterans Council also asked
that "if there is a repetition of
this conduct in the future to terminate this publication.'' It asked
the Regents to "adopt standards
of propriety and conduct which
.are .clear 11.nd in accordance with
basic American tradition for the
.guidance :for ·the :faculty and the
student body as a whole.''
There has been no meeting time
set yet for the committee appointed by .the Regents•.Serving from
student government wiU be Presi·
dent Bill Carr, plus Ira Robinson,
Bill Luther, John Bakas, and Harold Lavender; Jr.
The Regent$ also approved routine business matters, including a
code of :eonduct for all UNM·per-.
:sonnet. New ;:Mesioo Governor :
. David F; Cargo requested the code
to meet the provisions .of the -recently passed state conflict of interest law.

·••• theY're riDhl.

And wrona.

lt~;::;;;;·;:;lr.t be said,
that we specialize In people, for
we believe that people are a most
important reasan for our companY's success. We act
on that belief.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully, Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education op'portunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success ••• if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL
• CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS
• COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIE:NCE
• mGINEERING MECHANICS.
And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult·
your college placement officer-or write Mr. William L.
Stoner., Engineedng Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, ·
EastHa~ord,ConnecUcut06108.
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LETTERS

.

Scholarly Approach Needed
For Viet Nam.

( ·N·icism of Coach King is Unfounded

~

~

~~.~~~

l:

Ec .m"-in-Chief ~-------------~-------------------- Ch~ck Noland
i
·''-''
·:l:l
M•; 1a;;·;ng Editor ------------------------------- Melissa Howard . • , ,By S:ID · ·:tY SOLOMAN
B1: ine ;s Manager .. ---·--··-----.. ··------··-----··----··-- Richnrd Pfaff ... r tGhairma; ;. di Department of
J : 1 i : ; ' ! Jlhysiology
Mr· ·ning Editor ------------------------------- Evelyn Alexand¢r ; .AU the.' ~u:;:ld is diV.iMd into
Si ~ts Editor --~------------------------------ Nooley Reinheardt hawks · and doves, Perhaps the
0 ·oonist
F
' .
-------------------------··--------------- rank Jacome most distl'eMihg( factor of social
I
:-,,--~apher
·
........
-------------------------------------- Uob Pawley relationship!; •uf this University is
~ ;_"'-·-------------------Wayne Ciddio, Tom Garcia, Craig Guest, the fast-deueridrating process of
Sarah Laidlaw, Yvonne Lopez, Greg MacAleese, Paul · th'e- inability bf scholars to apSlack, Chu<'k Reynolds, Bob Storey, Bill Sullivan Pl'oach theiissue of Viet Nam in a
scholarly ·manner.
'-f' >!'!'iption and M:dling --------------~------------- David Baker
Facts are dismissed. New is
( ubtion ----------------------------· .. ··------·------ Ishmael Wal!litis sifted to get at the items which
J
~:·~llling ------- Dick J\:lcDonald, Chuck Reynolds, Dennis Roberts are favorabel to one position or
anothel'. Responses to questions
come from the "guts" rather than
the cerebml cortex, and conjecture is the rule.
·
To illustrate this point consider
" netter to the editor attacking Bob King, UNM's head some of the more cliche:like arl lw-~ball coach, appeared in the Albuquerque Journal yes- guments produced by those int ·lay. The letter used as its basic argument the assertion dividuals who oppose present policy. Statement: We must get out
t· t Coach King's style of basketball "went out with the of VietNam in order to win favort· !··handed set shot."
able world opinion. Retort: How
His methods are outdated," the letter said. "Coaches now- do you know this action will win
favorable world opinion and what
~: Y::-1 do not mold their players to a certain method of play, is important, world opinion o:r dotr. v mold the method of play to their players. If they have ing what is right?
Statement: I am protesting the
s ..·c•ters, they shoot. If they have speed, they run. Yet, Bob
inhumane
atrocities we are comKing will not change," the Jetter continued.
mitting with bombing and napalm.
The Jetter was obviously written before the season started, Retort: Are you protesting the
because there was an editor's Mte at the bottom explaining atrocities committed by the terl'orist tactics of the Viet Cong and
that the Lobos had opened their season over the weekend what's
humane about war any.
with wins over Oregon and Seattle on the road. That was how?
the weekend of Dec. 1-2.
Statement: If we stay in Viet
,
Nam
we support a military.dicta·
So perhaps the author of the letter would now modify his torship.
Retort: If you are opstatements if he could. For example, Coach King said Wed• posed to dictatorship, why aren't
nesday night after his Lobos crushed Pepperdine at Univer- you opposed to Ho's government
sity Arena: "We are just going to have to feel our way into or are you saying that your dicis better than mine?
the offense that works best for us, The important thing is tator
So that those people who supthat we put the ball up and ran well."
·
port our military actions do not
:feel
comforted by the previous
Coach King also said he was pleased with the quickness
paragraphs,
some of their
with which the team moved the ball and added that he arguments. examine
Statement: We must
wanted "to break some this year"--hardly indications that stay in Viet Nam for if we move
he intends to stick dogmatically with his "methodical, good- out we will lose favorable wo:rld
shot offense" if the players don't fit that pattern. And even opinion. Retort: How do you know
this action will win favorable
· if he did intend to stick with the cautious offense Lobo fans world opinion and what's importhave become accustomed to seeing, it seems to have stood ant, world opinion or doing what
is right?
him in pretty good stead.
Statement: We must protect the
The letter charged that ''Last year's team was ... po- South
Vietnamese from the inhutentially one of the five best teams in the country," and that mane atrocities of the Viet Cong.
thr reason the potential wasn't realized was solely Coach Retort: I take it you approve of
the atrocities our side commits
Ki·=~·s methodical offense.
and what's humane about war
.'he argument about the potential of last year's team is anyhow?
Statement: We must stay in
1•, " to speculation. Nevertheless, to those who remember
Viet
Nam so that the North. VietL ,,.o basketball before the advent of Bob King, a 97-39 recnamese dictatorship is not imn . , and two National Invitational Tournament bids in his posed on the South. Retort: If
you're opposed to dictatorship,
!:~ ··~and~a-fraction seasons at UNM is pretty impressive.
why aren't you opposed to the
Saigon government or are you
saying that your dictatorship is
Lettenl are welcome, and
better than mine? ·
•hould be no longer tban 250
worde typewritten. double
I have chosen these three arguspacQd. Name, telephone numments to show the obvious lack of
ber and addrcsa must be Included, although name will be
thought on either side. The list
withheld upon uquest.
could be expanded, but little will
be gained by belaboring this
leave them in peace.
Patriots Unite
point. As one who attacks both
The protestors were beard to sides on the war issue; the arguDear Editor,
Let us, as citizens, take a deep• say that they were interested in ment which I never hear examined
er look at ourselves. In reply to "removing "the military from our is the pragmatic one of what will
Mr. Smedberg's letter in the De· campus. Let me remind them of be the extended consequences of
cember 7 Lobo let me say that I our military history. Surely in either withdrawal or war continualso happened upon the demon· this time of doubt1 we should ation.
stration and I am also disgusted. have more pride. As my friends
By this I do not mean the ronBut the obvious sarcasm in Mr. will warrant, I myself have spok· sequences of cost to us, or the
·Smedberg's remarks has left me en out .against the war in Viet length of time we will have to
indignant, Sarcasm and satire, Nam, but this has gone too far. stay in VietNam, etc., but rather
political and otherwise, all have
Hippies or not, we must stand I mean the consequences in tetms
fl place in a democratic society.
tall for God and country. I'm not of the future historical develop'Hut sarcaam fot its own sake c\an going through the tears and ments of Southeast Asia or perl1ave no_ sanction.
flag routine .Let me just proclaim haps of all of Asia as they will '
Simii~rly, tbe .activi~ies of a new Jlght for a democratic affect the future of this country.
Tu...sday-although supposedly a union It is my opinion that the reason
Patriotic Americans
,protest-were nothing but pure Unite. Sleep not while this insttr• that this has come about is that
!ltUJlidity; The boys of the ROTC rection rests.
the Viet Nam issue has been
haw a duty to perform. 1 say,
Dart Susco placed in the restricted emotional

I
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context of "good guys versus bad
guys". I appeal for a return to
sanity and a consideration of the
qustion of how our actions in Viet
Nam affect our future goals both
internal and external.
If this issue is to be considered
there are obvious problems which
must be settled first. For example,
should there be an American presence in Southeast Asia or even
in all of Asia?
If the answer is. no,. then the
answer to the issue of what to do
in Viet Nam is obvious.
On the other hand, if the amlwer is yes, the next issue which

must be re~;olved is what should
be the uature of this presence and
where should it be. This is a tough
one· which requires hard thought.
It is only, however, through
considering how such problems
relate to our goals that one can
possibly hope to develop any perspective about VietNam and develop meaningful policy.
In summary, what we need is
1) a scholarly consideration of
first questions first, 2) a statement of policy based on these
considerations, 3) a course of action in Viet Nam which is a logical and consistent implementation of that policy.

The Rowan Column
Probers Ponder How to Put
Light,Not Heat, on
Urba~ Crisis
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON-Few official bodies in this nation's history ever
had a more delicate, or vital, task than does the President's Commission on Civil Disorders.
·•
It must tell the American people some stark truths without being
inflammatory.
It must explore the evidence and allegations of communist exploitation of racial strife in America without going off on a "witch hunt."
It must alert America's white middle class to the true causes of
urban unrest without appearing to apologize for arsonists, looters, and
murderers.
A look at some of the intelligence reports-the hard facts and the
half-documented rumors--that are pouring into the Commission give
an indication of the grim challenge before this group. For example:
1. FBI'Director J. Edgar Hoover has said that there was no national
conspiracy to :foment the riots that plagued at least 27 communities
last summer. Yet, it has been emphasized to the Commission that
Hoover did not say there were no local conspiracies. Investigators
have compiled convincing and unsettling evidence that black "revolutionaries" and some white "colleagues" bad well-organized advance
plans to exploit and spread the violence in Detroit and Newark.
2. Investigators have become intrigued by the activities of several
white women who have been active in, or on the fringe of, the most bellicose black nationalist groups, There is evidence that at least some of
these women are the conduits for money that is being fed to these
revolutionary groups. Yet, the probers want to avoid what could be
branded a shameful attempt to tar as "disloyal" all white women who
are working actively for first-class citizenship for Negroes.
3. The FBI and other intelligence sources have turned up "pretty
solid" evidence that Communist China used an elaborate international
set of conduits to put one million dollars into Philadelphia for use by
the Revolutiona:ry Action Movement (RAM). This is the group whose
New York leaders were arrested on ~barges of plotting to kill NAACP
and Urban League leaders Roy Wilkins and Whitney Young along
with other civil rights "moderates."
One interesting "hush-hush" element of the Commission's studies is
the evidence that the really "bad actors" are trying first to. maintain a
high level of fear and tension in our cities and, secondly, to keep white
Americans concentrating on the notion that only a "communist
conspiracy" is responsible for our urban strife.
Law enforcement officials in Detroit and Washington managed to
keep secret the reports they had received of .new violent outbursts in
Detroit on Thanksgiving Day. They figured correctly that this was a
bit of psychological warfare being waged by ultra-revolutionaries who
wanted the public near hysteria.
The malevolent cliques that want more and more violence have
::~ensed that irrationality within the white community serves as a strifeproducing catalyst in the Negro community, commissioners have been
warned.•Thus it disturbs them that in the suburbs and all·white areas
of Detroit and other cities white extremist groups have bought large
supplies of arms an dare offering courses on "how to kill a nigger."
One of the most delicate 'chores the Commission faces is to convince
most Americans that white vigilante g:roups offer no solution--only
wider tragedy. Last summer's operationll in Detroit and Newark convinced experts here that angry Negro revolutionaries can put out of
commissfon any city in Americll if the confrontation reached that ugly
state.
.
One question is whether the Commission can now report or recommended anything that will keep Negroes and whites believing that integration is an attainable goal.
"What these revolutionaries are preaching is simply apartheid," one
Negro observed. "They arc urging for America precisely what we have
called the shame of South Africa for decades. I just don't belicvll' that
most American Neg~·oes have grown hop!J}ess to the point of accepting
that."
The President's Commission may turn up a lot of reasons to mtlk<J a
lot of people· wonder.

A MAp.

Kennedy Defends His Wife
Dear Editor:
Re;~.d Miss Ramsden's letter attacking my wife's right to exercise her; individ~ality • l,i : •something I thought all good little
:rightistl!l believed in. Guess I was
· wrong.-:- ·
· :r
A few points of, faet. are. in or,.
der- ~) We wrote our own ceremony, which is quite legitimate in
the Commonwealth of Pennsyf.
vania ... it fulfilled the legal requirements e;Kacted in and for that
state and was duly solemnized by
a licensed Unitarian minister.
b) Your Catholic parochialism
is showing, my dear-why shoull\
my wife give a damn about my
quotes o1' prescriptions from the
New Testament? She is quite
rightly proud of her Jewish heritage and cultural background and
doesn't need a (somewhat disMrs. Ogmor-Pritchard and her husbands are shown in a scene from torted version of) Christmas theRodey Theater's production of "Under Milk Wood.'' Shown in a seene ology directed at her, Nor have
from the play are, from left, Arnold Brown, Jo Anne Ramponi, and I any need for that particular
Jacob Matteson. The production wiJI be shown Dec. 14, 15, and 16 with brand of mythology.
tickets on sale in the theater box office for $1 students and $1.50 for
c) Baby, who the hell are you
general admission.
to decide for anyone el~:~e what

'Wood' Cast Called Brilliant
By YVONNE LOPEZ
Brilliant characterization and
the special language of which only
Dylan Thomas is capable joined
forces in a successful interpretation of "Under Milk Wood" which
opened at Rodey Theater Friday
night.
The warm comedy-drama. with
underlying tones of tragedy is
set in, a seaside village in Llareg~
gub in Wales, and has a multiple
cast of 24 players.
Although the set and costuming

Dr•Heady Chosen
. ews Bureau Chief
Next U. 'President Honored at Banquet

JNoAnne Ramponi, Mrs. ogmor-

{Continued from page 1)
BUT THEN he added that, in
balance, he would much rather
succeed a man like the present
president who is respech.>d and
held in esteem by everyone, instead of a less successful president.
Pres. Popejoy, the first nativeborn UNM president, said· after
the Friday meeting tha the had
Popejoy was born in Raton in
no definite 1>lans after July 1.
1902, received his bachelor's degree from UNM in 1925, and his
masters in '29. He also has an
honorary LL.D. from tlte University of Arizona. conferred ofi him
in 1954.
The ~rocess in selecting the
new president was elaborate and
time-consuming, said Dr. Roberts.
The 200-plus candidates for the
post were screened by a selection. advisory panel consisting of
fa~ulty, administration, student,
and Regents representati-ves.
THIS SELECTION committee,
throUgh a months-long information gathering process1 nnnowed
the field to a relatively small
number of nominees. These names
· were- 'submitted .to the Regents
for. contact and interviews.
The ·advis~:ry committee and its
first elected officers were: Prof.
lienry Weibofen~ chairman: Dr.
Sherman E. Smith, administ:rative viae-president, vice-chairman; Deans Hoyt Trowbridge
and Chester TraV!llstcad; Profs.
William IIuber, Hubert.. o; Al~x
ander, Marion M. Cottrell, and
Sidney Solomon; UNM Alumni
Association President. ,J ac'k Mul·
cahy; and Associated Students
P1•esident John·
Fl. Thn:rson.
......,_____ --··· ................. ........... .

--- __
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were notable and added to the
success of the production, characterization was the main element
which helped make each word
representative of Tho:rnas' artistry.
Captain Cat, portrayed by Fred
Braitsch, is a blind sea captain
who ''sees" the inhabitants of the
town by the sound of their footsteps. He sits in front of his window and follows their lives by
listening to them as they go about
their daily lives.
Another colorful character is
Mrs. Ogmor-Pritchard, played by

-

Marge Solenberger, who resigned recently as director ·Of the
UNM News Bureau, was honored
at a dinner sponsored by Mortar
Board Wednesday night in the
Desert Room.
The dinner was attended by
members of all women's honoraries and Dr. G. Ward Finley,
"Old Man Action Line," addressed
the group.
Las Campanas, junior women's
hono:rary, na.med Mrs. Solenbet·ger "Professor of the Month.'' Mrs.
Solenberger is leaving UNM to di-

Pritchard is a widow who communicates with her dead husbands-Mr. Ogmor (Jacob Matteson) and Mr. Pritchard (Arnold brown) and has them recite
their "chores" of the day.
Jana Hahn delivers a. pniversal
portrayal of the nagging wife
(Mrs. Pugh). Mr. Pugh (Vevin
1\!J:ooney) on the otlter hand is the
henpecked husband who is obsessed with the great poisonrrs
and is continually meditating
about unique methods to do away
with his wife.
The perils and trauma of love
are portrayed by Miss Price
(Mar Dornaker) and Mr. Mog
Edwards (Arnoll\ Brown) who
carry on their love affair through
their letters.
Other notable characters in the
two-hour :Production were Mr.
Organ Morgan or "its always
organ, organ with you" and Polly
Garter (Jerry Puhara).
"Unde~· Milk Wood" will be
presented at Rodcy Theater Dec.
14, 15, and 16. Tickets are on sal¢
in the theater box-office for $1
:for students and $1.50 general
admission.

TO THE

EDITOR

love means to _them, or how they
will express it? Some of the
warmist and most human Jove
relationahips I know of have been
those of Communists~Karl and
Jenny Marx or Leon Trotaky and
N$talia Sedova, If you feel that
yo11r are free to judge our marital
life or pronounce on the quality
of our .love may I recommend to
you your Sc:riptures: Matthew 7:
1-5! May I also suggest you read
the concluding chapter of Betty
Friedan's "Feminine Mystique,"
assuming the whole book would
be too heady for you,
d) Our ceremony contained the
words: "a man and a woman shall
leave farther and mother, br.other
and sister and shall cling to one
another, and they shall be two in
one flesh." This clearly indicates
-contrary to your preference-a
merging in love and its deepest
expression; sexual union, equally
two people who seek the fullest
communion with each other and
in every way . • • a dwelling in
love (see Charles !>avis' disc\lssion of marital union in his "A
Question of Conscience" (Harper
and Row, 1967)-you might even
learn something not only about
1·eligion but about your own
Church) not the subjagation of
either one to the other.
Lastly, your cute little asse:rtion
about my wife's sexlessness-I am
of course best able to know the
utter depravity and falsehood of
the comment. But I also know a
number of guys who wish Martha
wasn't married, and didn't believe
in the permanance not only of the
union but of full fidelity of each
of us to the other as full equals
and responsible adults. No, you,
my dear girl, are wrong. Sex is
great fun, .as wei las expressive
of deeper meanings-and we both
enjoy it to the full. By the waydo you? As I recall, the only time
vie ever discussed the subject you ·
not only defended virginity but
even the rather touching notion
that a woman must save herself
for her husband after the wed-

ding,. Now if that isn't an antisex attitude, one that would if upheld turn the world of youth into
one unhealthy cloister, I don't
know what is.
Uut then one always wonders
about those pillars of traditional
morality, of the chattle condition
of women, of virginity above all,
etc.--our good friends from the
political right. They JliUSt miss so
much of life. Male and female
alike, and may be even certain
M.D.'s who fear public debate too.
James A. Kennedy
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lobos Suprise Tech Raider~;,
To Preserve Unbeaten· Skein
A little over two weeks ago, scoring for the Lobos.
even UNM head basketball coach
Nelson hit two free th1·ows with
Bpb King would have been a little only 18 seconds left on t)le clock
skeptical if you had told him that to almost lock-up a New Mexico
his LobPs WPUld win their first victo~y over ~exas .~ech whi~. h. i~
four games, three of them pn the ' notoriOUS for Its abllxty to. wm a~
road.
home.
.
And anytime before 9 p.m. SatTexas Tech lost all-Southwest
urday night Texas Tech fan!!, Conference star Vernon Paul with·
players, and coaches. would have seven minutes left in the game
ecrtainly taken exception tp such after a Lobo elbow opened a large
a remark.
gash over one eye and sent the
But the Wolfpack accpmplished 6'7'' center sprawling into the
the a.wesome task of defeating the Raider pep band.
Ret! Raiders at home Saturday,
He was the only CIISUalty in
60-58, and go into Wednesday the game that missed the action.
night's ba.ttle with West Texas
The action was so-rough in the
Sta.te with an unblemished 4-0 game that Albuquerque Journal
record.
sports editor LeRPy Bearman
The game at Lubbock was as it wrote Sunda.y, "The game seemed
usua.lly is-rough a,nd tumble a.nd like New Mexico was actually
violent. The only unexpected winning its first football game
thing, by sPme, was tba.t the since it beat Idaho State back in
Lobos won the game.
mid-September."
Ron Sanford paced the Lobps
He continued, "There was tackwith 19 pPints, Greg (Stretch) ling, blocking and any of the other
Howa.rd had 16, and RPn NelsPn fundamenta.ls you find on the
14 tP rPund PUt the double figure football field with the only ap.
r-,,.. ,,. ,.~.,..,..•.···:o:"""'·' "c":.... ,,.:c:c;""'"·""'''""''~·::··~··:,: ... c.,..........,.,....,,,.• ,,.,-,...~.,,.,.. .,....
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The JUGGLER can help YOU to
prove your patriotism.

'

.89 Winrock Center
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Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks ·
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SENIOR RON NELSON SANK two crucial free thrpws with 18
seconds remaining in the UNM-Texas Tech basketball game at
Lubbock Saturday to assure the Lobo victory. It was the fourth win
of the season for the 'Volfpack and the 60-58 score was the closest of
the year for UNM. Nelson is the only senior on the team and. a prime
candidate for all-Western Athletic Conference honors. (UNM Photo)

Frosh Cagers Drop Artesia 102-87,
Long, Gib~on Pop Nets for 61 Points
The New Mexico Wolfpup bas·
ketball team won its thir.d straight
game of the season 102-87 over
the College of Artesia in that
southern New Mexico town Saturday.
For the third straight game
Willie .UI'ng, a high school ·an.
American and Mr. Basketball in
Indiana, ·paced ·the ·w.in with · 39
points, boosting his season total
to 143 points in three games.
The big Long . was slowed up
after getting his fourth foul in
the first half and fouling out with
··. ·, · .· over two minutes left:in the game.
· Little 5'8" Ed Gibaon also con•
tinued his scoring. spree with 22
points, for a season total of 88,
,' ·: t
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Lobo. to Analyze
Quest for Coach

The Lobo Wedneeday will
have an updated analysis on
the progress that is being made
An .•~~electing a :new head lootball coach at .UNM. Applications are being eifted and
JSCreened by the athletic department now.
~---------------~----------------'
.
Head mach ·Bill Weeks t'e·
'., ...-.
·. J~igneda·week ago and WilLbe ..
'-' -·
· reassigned 1100n to other duties
at UNM ·outside the athletic
department.

•' ·See'The
'·''UNM''lUGGLER
•,

'

•

~
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Fred Grawe also got the hot hand
for the frosh, scoring 24 points.
The Wolfpups play Cannon Air
Force Base Wednesday in the preliminary game to the Lobo-West
Texas State University game.
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Childrens' Boob
Bargain~

State met on the football field this
The Lobo Wr!lstling team won
year, there WIIS little difference its second, third, and fourth dualbetween them as the Cowboys competition matches of the year
~;queaked by, 15-13. There ·was . SatQrday against Arizona, Cololittle difference between them! in! 1 ;rado Schopl of Minea, and Southfinal Western Athletic Confersmfe 1 ~rn Utah.
football statistics released Thu ··"
Coach Ron Jacobsen's matmen
< J~' . s.tarted the day with a 26-8 win
day, either.
In the 15 categodes rele!lsed
i pyer Colorado and followed with
Commissioner Paul W. Brechfer' a: 35-0 shutout of Southern Uta.h.
Wyoming was on top in six and In the third match Saturday the
Arizona State headed five. New Wolfpack downed Arizona 20-16.
Mexico topped three a.nd Brigham
The Lobos are now 4-1 in dual
Young one.
, 'meet competition.
Wypming, the only undefeated
.Leading the Lobos with three
team in the nation, set a new con- wms each were Bill Kirby, 152
ference record in total ·defense pounds; Rick Ortega, 167; and
with an average yield Of 185.2 ~l?e.r Bro~ !n the heavyweight
yarda per game, and also led in diVISion. Prcking up two wins
rushing defense passing· defense
were AI Chavez, 123; John Beauscoring defense,'punt returns and dry, 130; Rudy Griego, 137; and
' ·
Dale Scott, 145.
punting. ·
;Arizona Sta.te was equally pro.~undin~ out the Lobo scoring
ficxent on offense, breaking the w~oh one wm each were Bob Scott,
conference standard with anaver- 160; and Floyd Shade, 177.
age of 414.8 yards per contest and
T?e Lobos wrestle at home
!eading in rushing offense, scor- agam Ja~. 6 ~~;gainst New Mexico
mg offense, intrceptions, and few- State Umversity.
est fumbles.
New MexicC) was tops in passing offense, kickoff returns, and
least penalty yardage. Brigham
Young led in firat downs.
Wyoming, which meets Louisiana State in the Sugar Bowl Jan.
1, completely dominated defensive
statistics. The Cowboys, led by
All-American tackle Mike Dirks
and linebacker Jim House won
the the national rushing d~fense
title with a stingy allowance of
42.3 yards per game, topped league passing defense with 142.9
yards .Per contest, allowed just
9.9 pomts per game against it,
averaged 41.0 yards per punt, and
1'turned punts 669 yards.
The Cowboys' total defense
yield was 91.6 yards per game
;better than runnerup A¢zona
State.
Arizona State a.veraged 414.8
yards per game totally, 217.4
yards rushing, and 35.0 points.
The Sun Devils also picked off 27
aerials, a league record, and fumbled only 22 times all year•
New Mexico averaged 249.1
yards per game passing, tied a
national record by returning kickoffs for 1291 yards and were
penalized just 612 yards.

SCANDINAVIAN DESSERTS
Blueberry or Cherry 25c

PASTRAMI
OR HAM

BEEF OR
65¢ BARBEQUE

See The
UNMJUGGLER

59¢

For FREE DELIVERY 5 PM - 2 AM Fri. & Sat.
till Midnight Sun.- Thu. Call 243-4311
$1.25 min.

(The little shop in the middle of the block)
Our locations: 319 Fifth SW and 2216 Central SE

..
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Venus, the goddess of love in
Roman mythology, sprang from the
foam of the sea, the legend says.
The Greeks called her Aphrodite.
She arrived on Mt. Olympus and
caused quite a stir among the gods,
who were charmed by her beauty.
French explorers found this statute
on the island of Melos in 1820.
Though all were charmed by ex·
quisite grace and infinite beauty,
violent dispute arose as to whether
this was really Venus. or some lesser
deity, perhaps Maia, mother of
Mersury, the messenger of the gods.
The original position of her arms,
the date of her creation, and the
sculptor have remained a mystery
despite lively speculation and debate•.••
Th•se and other creations can be
found at •••

Pottery Village
The large~t Selection In the Southwest

listen to KUNM

3600 Central Ave. SE, Corner of Carlisle

Instant Credit available to responsible young .
a d u I t s. No co-signers
needed I
Fill out the form to the
right and mail or bring to

·. ffte. credit .office•. If you.

wish, you may phone us
With the information . - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Na~~t~t ". ~ ........ ",. .........., -•• Phon• _. • ,
needed to ...establish an , ·All.,_ • . • •• •• •• . •• • •.. • . .. Ate , •• , •••.
'OCCOUht .by coJfir'lg. 298· •P.RIICillent Addr• • , • , , , • . • State ': , . ,, ;
1831, Ext. 210.
~······· •.•. ,.,,,,,/'''•t•f .aan• .~., . ~ . . .
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LOBO WRESTLING COACH Ron Ja.cobsen, kneel·
ing, examines a twisted lmee of UNM's Floyd
Shade in the action Saturday at Johnson Gym. The
Lobos defeated Colorado School of Mines, Southern

Utah, and Arizona in the triple action meet. Shade
went on and fought to a 0·0 draw in this match.
The Lobo gmpplers are now 4-1 on the season.
(Lobo photo by Pawley)

U. Girl Swimmers
Take Third Place.

In 9-Team Meet
The UNM women's Slvim team
took third place Saturday in the
first swimming and diving meet
to be sanctioned by the Division
for Girls a~d Women's Sports•
Out of nme schools competing
at UNM, Arizona State University took first place; Temple Buell
College, second; UNM, third;
Kearney College of Nebraska
f?urth; Brigham Young Univer:
stty, fifth; and the University of
Utah, sixth.
The UNM team, coached by
!tfrs. Charlotte Piper, placed high
tn several events:
100 yd. freestyle relay, second,
Karen Whitt, Mary Bolten,
Myna Schiess, and Linda
Bohne;
200 yd. medley relay, third, Sue
Roberts, Mona Schiess, Myna
Schiess, and Cindy Bertholf;
200 yd. freestyle relay, third,
Mona Schiess, Sue Roberts1
Cindy Bertholf, and Sue Lang;
50 yd. freestyle, third, Sue Roberts, . 5th Myna Schiess, 6th
Linda Bohne;
200 yd. froostyle, fifth, Cindy
Bertholf;
100 yd. breast stroke, fifth, Mona
Schiess;
·
100 yd. medley, third, Mona
Schiess;
50 yd. butterfly, fifth, SUe Lang;
100 yd, butterfly, fifth, Luann
Duggan;
100 yd. freestyle, fourth, Cindy
Bertholf, fifth, Sue Lang.

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVIC,E
ZIOO C.nfr.al E., Albuquerquo, Now Merlco
Phone 242..009&

Your Teuco $tar DealeI'
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1" ,one oa>=
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298-1828
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HEAD COACH BOB KING is
starting is sixth year in that position at UNM. He has established himself as one of the top
coaches in the nation and his winning teams back this up.
In five years King bas a 9-39
won-lost record at UNM and his
teams have made three appearances in the prestigious postNational Invitational
season
Tournament in.,New York's Madison Square Garden. He has also
shared one WAC basketball
crown. He now Jacks only three
wins for 100 victories at UNM.
King is known for his defensive
basketball and has combined that
this year with a quicker offensive
pace. Before coming to New Mexico he was the assistant at the
University of Iowa. King is also
an avid golfer.
He bas no number, but is known
far and wide for the big red
tpwel that he brings to each basketball game. He has his BA
from Iowa and his MA from
Drake
ASSISTANT NORM ELLEN·
BERGER is in his first year in
that postiion at UNM. He rcplaces Harv Schmidt who is now
head coach at Illinois. Norm came
to UNM from Monmouth College
in Dlinois where he was head
basketball, baseball, and football
coach. The 1955 graduate of Dutler University has fit well with
King and his flowing and frank
commentary has made him also a
favorite of the fans.
ASSISTANT BOB LEIGH
doubles as head baseball coach
and freshman basketball coach.
He is assisted with his freshman
duties by former Lobo i)layer Jim
Johnson.

NEW MEXICO LOBO

~~~ ~!l~ ~!~~.. ¥h,~!~~:IM~!~s

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY

parent difference being no kick.
off· aftet :scores."
,
1
Th Lbbos had a. 38-81' 'lead at
intermission making only one of
f fiy~ 1 fl],epj ~lp:qw • atte.mP,t~ 0 in the
' ; fi~st hap.ir l'f~' U1obos. m.o:vpd to.a
..nm,e• p!Ju~ti {eaJJ! later m •·Jlh~ game
()nly tq ,Mve~ Tech dimin1~h it tp
5e-56· :Wi~l;t I upaer a .mirhite left
in' the ;!i~m!lJ i i ,
. ; The tlYQ ;~Q,U,l ·.shots by ·Nelson
and a bul!ket; fat the buzzer by
Howard, ! disailowed by the officials, as's:U~ed UNM of it!! fourth
win. Teeli now has lost four
straight games, three tp Western Athletic Conference teams,
Some 8250 Tech fans showed
up for the home opener for· the
Red Raiders who are :favored to
win the Southwest Conference
basketball crown.
The fans, always more emotional at Tech than nearly anywhere
in the region, pelted the floor with
pennies, ice, and paper objects. No
one was injured in the periodic
attacks from the bleachers.
One of the big advantages New
Mexico had in the game was outrebounding Tech 39-28. Sophomore RPn Becker led ooth teams
.in that crucial department with
13.

·; Coach King Heads
Cage Staff of 4

•J

'M

'Pokes, ASU leod
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MPnday, December 11, 1967

·Student Union·.· Ballrooan .
:Ttesday, ~cember 12th .. 8:00 P.M.
· General Admission, $1.5.0. Students $1.00
Tickets available at OLYMPIC SPORTS antl STUDENT UNION

EPE Deadline

Ski ~Club to Present
'Last of Ski Bums'

Littwin to Spea k

Diggers

The Residence Halls Council
will have a special meeting for t~e
endorsements of Senate candidates tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Room
231-D of the Union.

. .
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WANT ADS

BilND NEW 20 inch Admiral Color TV.
May be seen at 408 B Maple NE after
5 :30. TV was just won, need money.
Call277-2446. 12/6-11.
BOOK-FIND. Special 25%. ~iscount on ~II
new and used books. V1s1t the Bal'!lam
Room-aU books 50c. Records and prmts,
too. 2610 Central SE, across from .John·
son Gym.
MUST SELL: 1965. DKW convertible.
Economical, 25-So mi. per gallon. $600.
Call after 6 p.m. 256-1997.
FOR RENT
HOUSE FOR rent, unfurnished. 2 blocks
!rom campus on Las Lomas. $135. per
month with 1 year lease. 3 bd. l"IIIS., 2
baths, firePlace and walled yard. Phone
242-1938. 12/6-11.
.
SERVICES
BABY.SITTER. References given, refer·
ences requested. One• block from cain•
pus. Daytime only, v:eekly rates. PU7
schoolers but no diaper·ase, please.
Nicki Shirley, 265-6869. 12/6·11.
TYPEWRITER Sales 1: Serviceo, all
· makes. 20 percent discount with thia ad.
:Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday .1: thursday. E .1: E
Typewrite:r Service, 2217 Coal SE, !'hone
2i3·0588.
l'ERSONAL
WE'LL l'AY YOU TO HAVE FUN: En·
thusiastic, energetic junior or senior to
write chapter for student guidebook. Ex·
penses and fee plus by-line an!~ ah~
biography. Tell us who you are unmediiSateJy. Write: WHERE THE FUN
,
U.S.A., Simon and Schuster, 630 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10020
MOTORCYCLE accident Will the witnes•
ses who saw the car-motorcycle accl·
dent at Terrace and Central at 8 :30
a.m. Monday, Nov. 27th please contact
Eugene Smith at 277·5306.
LOST
MEN'S BLACK-trimmed glasaes In blaek
case in campus area. Reward olrered.
Call 299-2687.
MAN'S Billfold-Soccer field east of
Johnson Gym. Brown worked leather,
Mexican made. Reward offered tor en•
closed papers. Call 4972. 12/B-11.
MEN'S WALLET, black. Possibly in
Concert Hall. Desperately need I.D.'s I
Call 242·0390. Stephen M. Part. 26~8¥..
Central SE, Apt. A. No questions
asked!

THE STUDENTS
·.WHO ..REALLY SAVE MONEY

.

;. .• ...

• th

Male or lemnie, wanted for this area .to
service route for Sylvania & R.C.A. teJe..
vl•ion and radio tubes sold through our
latest modern method free scl£-scrvice tube
testing and merchandising units. Will not
interfere with your present employment.
To. qualify you must have $1,747.50 to
$3,4915.00 cnsh available immediately for
invcntot·Y n,ml equipment, Investment secured. Cnr, . 7 spare hours weekly, could
net llJl to $6,000.00 per Year: should be
able to start at once. Tbia company will
cxtencl financial assistance to full time If
dcsired, D(l not an•wer llnless fully qualified tor tlme and investment. Income should
gtort imm•dlntely, Bllsines• •et up for you.
Selling, sb1ieiting, or (!XiJP.ri~nce ia .not

nccessnrv. For

r-crHon~l

Interview in yotJr

clty--plennc lnelude your Telephone Ntiln·
ber nnd WRlTE :
TUBE·O·MATIC FlLECTltONJCS CORP,
6207 Nuttlral Driclgc Ave,
Pine J,awn, Mo. 63121

I

Cabfield to Speak
Dr, Lincoln Cabneld, a speciali~t in Spanish linguistics and I!
professor at Southern Illinois
University, will speak Dec. 13 at
8 p.m. in the Union Theater on
. "
"El Castellano de Amertca.
His lecture is the third in UNM
modern language department
seris Aspectos de Ia cultura hispani~a.'' Admission is free.

.

.

~1~~ SDS: From Involvement to Active Resistance

i'
j '!

(Editor's Note: This is the first students and faculty members and
article in a three-part series on draws caustic charges of 11com.
St11deiJts for a Democratic Society mie, pinko, red," or any of a var.
-its history, philosophy, and iety of other epithets denotil)g
goals.)
subversive intent or communist
By WAYNE CIDDIO
inspiration.
During
the
demonstration
SDS, officially org11nized ill 1961
against Dow Chemical Corp. on in Chicago, began as a commuthe UNM campus several weeks nity-action-oriented group. SDS.
ago, the admonition ~'Screw SDS" ' ers were actively engaged in povappeared scrawled on the wall of:i·.,erty programs and civil rights
a stairwell leading to the second ,.,.movements across the nation.
floor of Mitchell Hall.
; SDS initially wanted to see deThose two words and th0 atti- cision-making power given to intude they re~; resent inspired this · qividuals on a more personal
series of articles on the Students level.
for Democratic Society, an orParticipatory democracy was
ganization held in more o:£ a cer- SDS's answer to the morass of
tain kind of contempt on the UNM the nation's poverty programs.
campus than 'any other group SDS encourage~e active insince the DuBois Club.
volvement of the poor in poverty
MENl'ION OF the name SDS alleviation programs, contending
raises the eyebrows of most UNM that programs operating for the

Anyone interested m formmg
a UNM branch of the .Diggers
should call 277-4475. The Diggers' ai mis to provide free used
furniture and wearable clothing
for needy people. Donations of
these articles will be accepted.

@lt'li4tmtu @411d4
Come in and $elect your 'Cilristmas
Cards from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every or~er.
Our store offers the largest selc~clloro
of Hallmark Cards in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark

Rimsky-Korsakov, Gustav Holst,
and Peter Warlock.
The UNM A Cappella Choir
will perform compositions by
Vaughn Williams, Nin-Culmell,
and American composer RonNelson.
Dr. McEwen said that among
the most charming of the selections will be a French Noel from
the Auvergne arranged by Gardner Read for the unusual combination of choir, organ, violas,
and soprano solo.
McEwen added that many in
the audience will find a familiar
element in the suite of English
carols called "Christmas Day,"
arranged by Gustav Holst.

*Spray Paint

*Glitter
*Brushes
Discount Price!

LANGELL'S
~51 0

Central S.E.

Across From Joonson Gym

$5.98
Now $5.55

Our Sevenly-First Year of Ediloria/ Freedom.

With FIII·Up

3001 Central N.E.

Wednesday, December 13, 1967

Girls in the residence halls and
sororities have a chance to stay
out late Monday night if they
pay one penny a minute for, late
minutes in the annual AssoCiated
Women Students penny night.
The rules of the game say that
coeds may stay out until 12 p.m.
Monday night if they pay AWS
representatives standing at the
door as they come in. They will
have a free night, because there
are no bouse meetings scheduled.
The money will be used to help
the declining AWS budget.

Chaparral Apartments
• Nu rent 'till '68
• Immediate occupancy Jn just com·
r•leted large t bedroom aJ)nrtment
• Bcautirul Mediterranean furniture
• Wnll to waU cnrtJCt
• Lovely kitchen with disposal and
avucado colored stove, rcfrigMatot
and dlshwnilhl!r
• Rc.rcation room-Laundry !nclllties
• Buzzer sccurUy •.v•tem
• Clonvcnlcnt t<t tJnivct·•lty nnd Down-

256·9972
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$800U Granted
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Committee Told
Booking Ignored
Negroes' Interest

For Continuation r
Of Speech Series
;·;

GREEN

STAMPS

t.·

f.'.l

r

'
r-

CONCERT I-IALL

The Senate Finance Committee
yesterday allocated 48000 to the
Speakers Committee for continuation of the lecture series that
this semester bas brought some
of the most controversial figures
in the United States to the UNM
campus.
Tom Horn, chairman of the
Speakers Committee, originally
requested $15,000 from the Finance Committee. The allocation
was cut when Horn told ·the com· '
mitte that the program could be
continued with a smaller sum ..
Speakers scheduled for second
semester are Martin Luther King,
Sen. Robert I{t,IInedy, Ted Sorenson, Dick Gregory, Sen. Barry
Goldwater, Stokely. Carmichael,
and possibly Ron Karenga. New
Orleans district attorney Jim GarDR. FERREL HEADY, UNM's president-elect. spoke Monday at
rison will speak tomorrow night
the Committee on the University meeting. Action before the committee
at Johnson Gym.
The Finance Committee also included decentralization of some campus facilities such as the Union
gave a do-pass recommendation and Zimmerman Library. A shuttle service between the south campus
to a request for $800 from The and the main one was also suggested. In such a set-up, students would
Thunderbird, UNM literary mag- park on the south campus and take the shuttle service to classes on
azin(!, to print an additional 1000 the main campus.
copies of The Thunderbird for
each of the next two issues.
A request for $1350 from the
Graduate Student Council for
the hiring of a part-time secretary was amended by the Finance
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
Union and Zimmerman library.
Committee to provide for payDecentralization of some exist- The extension of those two operment of a secretary at $3.10 per ing campus facilities and the cre- ations could help, hinder, or have
hour. The request was given a tion of more of a community an indifferent effect on the oftendo-pass recommendation.
atmosphere at UNM are related discussed goal of bringing UNM
A request for $2250 for the considerations now before the students closer together.
ASUNM Poet Series was cut to Committee on the University.
A closely related topic, discus$1800 by the Finance Committee.
Any decentralization of exist- sed at Monday's meeting of the
Six more poets are scheduled sec- ing facilities would involve, al- Committee on the University, is
ond semester.
most exclusively, the New Mexico the University's unending parking
problems.
Dr. Sherman Smith, administrative vice-president, told the
committee Monday that, at this
time, the only practical solution
for the parking problem in the
near future is a shuttle service
from the south campus to the
main campus.
In such a set-up, all University
students, and eventually faculty
members, would park on the south
campus ne-ar University stadium
and then ride city buses to loca·
tions on the central campus.
Bus service would be provided,
tentatively, from three-to-15-minute intervals-the range being
from the peak to slow traffic periods of the day. The fee would
be nround ten cents per one-way
trip,
Suggestion of such a shuttle
system automatically brings out
the :fact that more students would
NEW OIU,EANS District Attorney James Garrison will speak on probably be spending more of
''Tbe Warren Myth" 'l'hursday, Dec. 14, at 8 p.m. in Johnson Gym. their time on campus because
He has recently created some controversy with his theories about there would be a smaller number
the Kennedy assasination. Garrison was art independent candidate o:£ students jumping in cars and
when he ran for district attorney in 1961. He was re-elected in 1965, scurrying back and forth between
the first district attorney New Orleans has re-elected.
classes.

Presents
The Best of Them All is Batk in Town
Rollicking
Humor!
Exciting
Adventure!

U. Women Residents
To Hold Penny Night

It is no longer possible to enforce an outside culture on any
nation, said tJNM assistant professor Dr. Albert W. Vogel in an
a d d r e s s Friday to the Rocky
Mountains conference on the
foundations of education, in Denver, Colo.
"Previously," stated Dr. Vogel,
"the aim of education in this
UNM: Police Sgt. Ralph Holst
country was to ,Americanize t~e
reported
last week that 2148 parkimmig'rant . • • we changed h1s
ing
tickets
were given out in the
name, destroyed his lan~ag~, r~
jected his values • • . tbts at:n IS last four-week period. This is a
decrease from 2629 tickets in the
now obsolete.
Dr. Vogel, an assistant profes- previous four-week period.
Sgt. Holst also .said 3201 ticksor of education at UNM, spoke
on "The Foundations of Educa- ets were issued during the first
tion and Our Multi-Cultural Con- four weeks of school.
"This is a decline in the numcerns!' '!'he address examined the
concept of plurality in American · ber of tickets, but there is still
culture and related it to the prep• an abundance of citations," said
Holst.
aration of educators.

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Pdpers
*Tempera Color

Trvck

Pipp's Texaco

Olympifl
Champions!

JOHN JAY

Group Sees Facility Change

America's Ambassador of Skiing
presents- IN PERSON
his latest color film

~~uead

for the RiDs"

Vail- Aspen- Jackson Hole- Stratton- Mt. Hood· Crystal
Ski the 13,000 foot snows of Mauna Kea, Hawaii
See the incredible ski explosion in Japan
JJ"ABULOUS FUN FOR ALL THE FAMILY

THURS., DEC. 14-7:30
Adults 2. 00, Students 1.50
Tel. 277-3121

drained interest off of community student power were the charac-action.''
teristics of the militant phase in
A NATIONWIDE anti-war de- SDS history. SDSers at the birthmonstration in October of 1965 place of the anti-war demonstraushered in the beginning of the tions-the University of Califormilitant period of SDS history. nia a~ Berkeley-led the way tq
Membership increased three or establishing a 11tand on the war
four fold after the demonstration that has earned SDS. suspicion
and SDS began taking decisive and contempt from "patriotic
steps in the direction of mass Americans."
opposition to the Johnson AdminThe intense anti-war phase
istration's policy in Southeast ended abruptly after about six
Asia,
months when the intellectual
''Local SDS chapters sprang up group within SDS wall slapped in
all over the nation. In fact, a the face with the second in its
number of chapters were not even long list of disheartening realrecognized by the national head- izations. The thinkers in the orquarters. They just banded to- . ganization realized that the war
gether and called themselves was not the basic problem, but
SDS," Anderson said.
rather a symptom. SDS conten~""
TEACH-INS, peaceful demon- ed that the institutions supportstrations, the free speech move- ing the war should be protested
ment, and a sudden awareness of and resisted.
SDS CITED in Selective Service System and a $70 billion annual war budget as tools used by
the power structure of the bureaucratic United States government
to coerce the American people
into continuing the war effm:t. A
poster recently released by SDS
national headquarters reflects
SDS's distaste for the draft with
the
bitter captions, "Men who
No. 47
meekly submit to conscription do
not deserve to be called free."
'Soul Music' Asked
Utter frustration drove SDS to
~he philosophy to which it adheres
at present: Resistance by any
means. There exists a wing of
SDS that feels the entire syste~'"*'
of American society must be
changed down to its core or be
done away with. For the most
part, however, SDSers have resigned themselves to the belief
The Popular Entertainment that resistance will have to suffice
Committee last night promised a for the present.
group of Negro students that it
Resistance more often than not
would make a determined eft"ort entails violence. Dr. Anderson beto get "soul music" scheduled on lieves that the violence that erupts
the UNM entertainment calendar. during so many "peaceful" demonA group of five Negroes pre- stration~:~ is precipitated not by
sented a strong request to the demonstrators but by the police.
committee with a statement that
IN 1966, President Johnson
they, representing the other col- traveled to Los Angeles for a
ored students on campus, did not speaking engagement. Ten thoufeel that their interests were be- . sand people gathered outside the
ing represented.
. auditorium where the President
·.·."We would like to hm. a was speaking to stage a demongreater voice on who is brought stration against the Viet Nam
to the campus," said William war.
The crowd was quickly disWalker, a. group spokesman.
persed by what Anderson de•'~
The group attended the meet- scribed as "a flying wedge of clubing to ask the committee to swinging policemen."
schedule the rhythm and blues
A similar incident took place
group Sam and David for a per· at the University of Wisconsin
formance Jan. 10.
early this semester when a group
Joyce Gattas, committee chair- of students· attempted to prevent
man, told the group that discrim- Dow Chemical Corp., manufacination had not prevented sched· turer of napalm, from conducting
uling of the group but that there job interviews on campus.
had been a conflict with the exTHREE HUNDRED students
isting schedule. Negro comedian sat down in the hallway of the
Bill Cosby is to speak here Jan. 6. building where the job interviews
(Continued on page 3)
were being held and would not
allow anyone to meet with Dow
representatives. University of
Wisconsin officials warned the
students that they would be subject to disciplinary action if 'they
continued blocking the hallway.
This relates both to the ques(Continued on page 2)
tion of expanding existing physical facilities or constructing new
'=--"'
ones, and also to the idea of
having the individual . student
spend more time as a part of the
UNM community.
Obviously, if more students are
spending more time on campus,
more facilities, such as the ones
provided by the Union and the liHarry James, with his trumpet
brary, will be needed.
and his swingin' band, will mark
Among the Union facilities that the "return of the big bands" to
could be decentralized are snack the UNM campus Friday, for a
bars, vending machines, meeting HoJiday Ball.
rooms, and lounges, says Dr.
The dance will begin at 8:30
Smith.
p.m. in the Union Ballroom, and
Library diversification would is beii~g sponsored by the Alumni
entail divisional services and ad- Association in conjunction with
the Union Program Directorate.
ditional study rooms.
Tickets at ~2.50 per couple may
Now the basic idea f.or spread- be purchased in the Alumni Ofing these facilities falls into the fice on the second floor of th.l}.,
overall, projected plans for the Union, room 242, said Paulette
central campus. The four of five Key, chairman of student activinew facility outlets would be built ties.
in the campus zones that were deFresh from U.S. and foreign
signed by academic disciplines.
tours, Harry James and his crew
In other words, students in the just closed engagements at the
same college or same general Flamingo in Las Vegas and Harareas of study would have the rah's Reno and 'l'ahoe, where, as
same sub-Union .and divisional li- usual, they played to packed
houses each performanc~
brary services.
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Texaco

Goodyear Tires
Tune-Ups
Batteries

UNM Christmas Concert
In Concert l-lall Tomorrow

U.'s Professor Vogel
Gives Talk in Denver

'
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poor should not be administered
by the rich.
DR. ROGER Anderson, UNM
'professor of geology and faculty
advisor for the local chapter of
SDS, called the iiiterest in community ,action the first phase in
the frustr~ting and .often turbulent history·of SDS.
After a few years, SDS officials
realized that their effo:rts were
having little influence in changing the nature of government programs for the underprivileged. It
was. then that an issue concerning
a larger segment of the American
people arose--the Viet Nam war.
According to Dr. Anderson,
"Militants in SDS that had been
involved in civil-rights movements switched their efforts to
the war. The Viet Nam problem
literally killed civil rights and

I!

- - - - - of 10 gal.

200 Voices, Orchestra

Combined choirs of more than
200 voices will join a full orchestra, brass choir, and organ as
UNM performers present a concert of Christmas music at 8:15
p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 12, in · the
UNM Concert Hall.
Tickets for this event are ~1.50
for adults and 75 cents for students, and are available at the
Concert Hall box office.
Dr. Douglas McEwen, direct?r
of choral activities at UNM, Will
conduct the varied program.
Christmas music will range from
the Renaissance to contemporary
carols.
. One important work to be performed by the chorus and orchestra will be "Gloria," by Antonio Vivaldi, the baroque composer. Soloists in tbb1 work will
be Donna McRae, soprano, and
Frances Bellinger, contralto. Mrs.
McRae, a UNM graduate, is an
Albuquerque high school music
teacher.
The chorus and orchestra also
will combine in compositions by

255-4989

350 I Lemos NE

J hn Jay's ski movie "Head for the Hills" will be shown tn .. e
Con:ert Hall Thursday, Dec. 14 at 7:30 p.m. "Head for the Htlls"
includes shots of the ski explosion in Japan and sequences film~ at
Vail Colo and Jackson Hole Wyo. Photographer Jay sometimes
t ' J 100 000 miles annually' to present his films. He is currently
c~~:br!ting' a quarter of a century in the ski film industry.

Decrease in Tickets
Reported by Police

RELIABLE PARTY FOR ADDED
INCOME
J!'OR PART OR FULL TIME WORK
WE SECURE LOCATIONS FOR
TESTERS

U~"3Q..W

Professol' Lawrenc Littwin ?f
UNM will speak to the Latm ~'~·.~.:,:::;;;::::::::::====,
American Desk on W ednsday' J?ee. : ••
13, at 12:30 p.m., in the Umo!l• · . : j ;.Q~'-.
P.rofessor Littwin has ben m ·
Cuba and will speak on "The
Cuban Missile Crisis.''

CounCil to Meet

{JLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RAT~S:
4 line ad., 65~-4 tjmes, ,2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day be~ore
publication to Room 159, Student Publicationa Buildin~, o:r telePhone 277-4002 or
271-4102.
FOR SALE
REBUILT TR3. Call Kuehlthau, 243-2141.
12/6·20.
1966 VOLVO 122S. Like new. Best offer.
1101 Monroe SE. Phone 265·4674. 12/5·

! ; ; :

·Tomorrow is the last day· t.q
register for the English Proficl•
ency. Examination (EP~) ~t
UNM. Students must. reg1ster m
person at . the testmg center,
where they will receivt; a ticket of
admission for the test.

The UNM Ski Club will present
·"The Last of the Ski Bums" Tues:day at 8 p.m. in the Union Ball'b d
:room.
The 90-minute comedy descr1 e
iby producer Dick ~ar:;ymore as a
one-of-a-kind film lS a narrated
.screenplay about the world of
the skier.''
The film deals with the star,
Ron Funk, who po~trays himself
as the veteran sk1 bum. F~nk
teams up with newcomers M1ke
Zuetell and Ed Ricks.

37'K 78'7
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Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per ·semester
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• UUUtl"" pald-.."'orry rtb Jll!tll
$125 <rnd $130
521 Spruce SE
Phon11 243·2895 or 243.0706
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Tickets Available
For James Donee

Things like student government
and recreational areas would, by
necessity, stay in the central
union complex.
One of the pro arguments !or
such a set-up is that with the stu( Continued on page 3)

lllihil!dlllh220&idlhii&!IMAWWA!Milll!ll

Lobo Goof
Due to a typographical error
the name of Dr. Sidney Solomon was misspelled in Monday's Bema.
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